Y20
ULTRA-COMFORTABLE IN-EAR HEADPHONE

AKG signature sound shaped for your ear.

A comfortable in-ear headphone that delivers AKG signature sound.
Long celebrated for designing headphones for studio professionals, AKG has

HIGHLIGHTS


Signature AKG-quality sound



Easy connectivity with any music source

logged. Not only do the AKG Y20’s powerful 8 mm drivers deliver high quality sound,



Lightweight, durable design

but their tilted ear-tips and super-soft, multi-size silicone sleeves are crafted to



Easy-to-store pouch for on-the-go travel

keep attached to the ear in almost any situation – making them ideal for people who



Soft silicone sleeves in three sizes (S/M/L)

like to keep on the move. Their polycarbonate composition is both lightweight and



Tilted positioning of the ear-tip optimizes comfortable fit



Smooth surfaces with soft-touch finish

developed an in-ear stereo headphone for those who know what quality sounds like
when they hear it and feel it – regardless of how many listening hours they’ve

durable, only adding to their striking outward appearance.

Y20
ULTRA-COMFORTABLE IN-EAR HEADPHONE

FEATURES AT A GLANCE

WHAT’S INCLUDED

 Signature AKG-quality sound

1 pair of Y20 headphones

Graced with powerful 8 mm drivers, the Y20 delivers all the high-output
sound and accuracy that are AKG’s hallmarks.
 Easy connectivity with any music source

The Y20 isn’t merely designed to fit an ear perfectly. It connects seamlessly
with almost any portable or at-home music source.
 Lightweight, durable design

The Y20 stereo in-ear’s polycarbonate design is built to be both portable
and durable.
 Easy-to-store pouch for on-the-go travel

Not only are the Y20 in-ears built from lightweight materials, they also come
with a compact carrying pouch that ensures easy, on-the-go storage.
 Soft silicone sleeves in three sizes (S/M/L)

The AKG Y20 comes with silicone sleeves in three sizes (small, medium and
large) to ensure a comfortable fit for anyone who likes listening to music for
hours on end.
 Tilted positioning of the ear-tip optimizes comfortable fit

The AKG Y20’s specially angled ear-tips are crafted such that they fit snugly
into ears of any size or shape.
 Smooth surfaces with soft-touch finish

The Y20’s rubber paint finish and fine-matte texture improve its
scratch-resistance to a new level of professional design.

1 slim-line carrying pouch
3 sizes of ear-tips

SPECIFICATIONS
System

: Dynamic

Design

: Closed-back headphones

Frequency range

: 13 Hz to 22.5 kHz

Sensitivity

: 115 dB SPL/V

Input impedance

: 16 ohms

Maximum input power

: 19 mW

